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Pavo

Pavo, a minimalist and contemporary design by Amber, was 
primarily introduced for the in-house Staff and was subsequently 
included in the product line on strong recommendations from 
our visitors and clients. It’s very comfortable and perfectly 
contoured Seat and Back with its soft chamfered edges makes 
the product one of its kind. The cantilevered armrests and our 
semi-oval shaped metal embossed revolving base compliments 
this chair. The Pavo series provides the User with a wide range 
of products from the High back, Medium back and Low back 
Chair. The User is also given a choice of cushioned Back, nylon 
mesh Back and interlacing PVC. 





Pavo

The Pavo cantilevered arm is an inspiration derived by the 
designer from the Camel’s neck, having support and joinery only 
at one end. The open end allows the User better seating comfort 
and flexibility of movement, thus increasing his productivity.



Pavo

The Pavo family includes cantilevered base chairs, with and 
without armrests. These see-through frames have an impressive 
view from the sides and are best suited for the visitor and 
informal seating. A continuous running seating is also designed 
with a cantilevered base frame for the waiting areas. These can 
be customised to suit the users’ requirements.
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